Esteemed Philosopher, __________________________:

In preparation of your much-anticipated appearance on television you are requested to answer some preparatory interview questions. Please choose 3 of the six questions below and address each in a ½ page response.

- What is human knowledge?
- Can humans know the world as it really is?
- Are there some things that humans can never know?
- Are there some things that humans can know with absolute certainty?
- Is human knowledge based entirely on sensory perception?
- What counts as justification in claiming to know something?

The audience is also very curious about your response to Descartes’ epistemology. We would be most grateful if you could discuss the similarities and differences between your and Descartes’ position on what humans can know with certainty in another response of ½ to 1 page.

Many thanks,

P. Kukar
Producer

PS.
Marking scheme for each response (a total of 4 responses)

- Knowledge/Understanding –
  You demonstrate understanding of epistemological questions and concepts /10
- Thinking/Inquiry –
  You demonstrates critical thinking /10
- Communication –
  You clearly explain your point of view in a well structured and developed paragraph /10
- Application –
  You provide relevant examples to support your point(s) /10